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Abstract
This paper presents a brief overview of the physics with a 15-30 GeV continuous beam electron facility proposed in Europe.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, we have seen the emergence of a theory that identifies
the basic constituents of matter and describes the strong interaction. The elementary building blocks of atomic nuclei are colored quarks and gluons. The
theory describing the'' interaction is Quantum Chroiiiodynamics (QCD) which
has two special featu is, asymptucic freedom and color confinement. Asymptotic freedom means that color interactions are weak at short distances. Color
confinement results in the existence of hadrons and in the impossibility to observe quarks and gluons as single particles. Color confinement and asymptotic
freedom lead to the existence of two regimes. At short distances, quarks and
gluons are in the regime of asymptotic freedom and behave in essence as free
particles. At large distances, color interactions are strong and confine quarks
and gluons in hadrons (mesons and baryons). A nucleus appears then to be
built of nucléons interacting through the exchange of mesons.
Until now, the study of nuclear structure has mostly focused on the distributions of nucléons and mesons in nuclei. Experimental results have shown
that even in the dense nuclear interior, nucléons keep their identity. A coherent description of nuclei at the fermi scale has been achieved according to this
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concept ôHinclei made of nucléons. At shorter distances, nucléons start to overlap and one must take their internal .-,tincture into account. Mesonic theory
provides an efficient and economical description of nuclear reactions involving
momentum transfers up to about I (GeV/c) 2 . but for higher momentum transfers the situation becomes much moip complex. In order to describe very short
range processes, one must introduce more and more melons. The limits of the
description of nuclei in terms of nucléons and mesons will be studied in Europe
with the accelerators of Amsterdam, Bonn and Mainz. In the United States
research at CEBAF. the 4 GeV continuous beam election accelerator built at
Newport News (Virginia), will start operation in 199.r>. CEBAF will explore in
details the structure of the nucléon and its resonances.
Although one knows the microscopic theory for the strong interactions, one
does not understand how quarks build up hadrons. After twenty years of theoretical developments we still lack reliable, analytic tools for this problem. This
is one of the most important problem of contemporary physics. Therefore a
common goal of nuclear, particle and astrophysics is today to understand the
formation of hadrons from quarks and gluons. This is the central problem to
solve if one wants to understand the formation of matter.
The advantages of electron scattering
Electron scattering is the most appropriate probe to attack this problem.
Electrons are pointlike charges and their interaction with other elementary particles is well understood. This interaction is sufficiently weak to allow electrons
to penetrate in the heart of a nucleus without significant perturbation of its
structure. Electron beams probe matter with a spatial resolution rhat depends
on their energy. The higher the energy, the better is their résolut^ :.
Exclusive reactions: A new tool
Nearly all existing data on quark distributions in hadrons have been obtained by inclusive scattering of high energy particles. In such reactions, one
strikes quarks with considerable momentum and "nergy and reconstruct quark
distributions from scattering data. The experimental observation amounts to
an average over all the possible quark configurations in the nucleus. Therefore, it is impossible to get precise information on specific configurations and
to follow their evolution which is controlled by the confining mechanisms. One
needs a different type of data sensitive to the time evolution of a system of
correlated quarks. This is the domain of exclusive reactions where scattered
particles emitted in a specific channel are observed in coincidence.
In inclusive scattering, the energy v and the four momentum Q* of the
virtual photon are the only two independent kinematic variables. In exclusive
scattering, t the momentum transfer between the photon and the detected
hadron, is a new variable to tune the size of the interaction volume. The
production of heavy flavors and the determination of spin observables open
new possibilities to disentangle various aspects of the dynamics.

The study of exclusive reactions is not possible with existing accelerators
because of taeir technical limitations. Muons and neutrino beams have too low
an intensity. Existing high PII<M°V plecuon accelerators have too small a duty
factor.

The ELFE project
During the last five years, several conferences and workshops have discussed
the best experimental approach to understand the évolution from quarks to
hadronic matter. Proposals using ELFE (An Electron Laboratory For Europe): a Io -r- 30 GeV high luminosity, continuous beam electron accelerator
have been discussed and collaborations have been formed at the Mainz workshop in 1992. This project will be presented to NUPEOC' at the end of 1993.
These proposals form an extensive research program on exclusive reactions to
probe the evolution of correlated quarks systems. Using the nucleus itself as a
microscopic detector is one of the important ideas of this program. One measures the same reaction using nuclei of different sizes and thus observes the
differences in the evolution from quarks and gluons to hadrons in the nuclear
medium. This is possible only in the Io -=• 30 GeV energy range. One must
have sufficiently high energy to describe the reaction in terms of electron-quark
scattering. However, the energy transfer should not be too high since one is interested in the formation of hadrons inside the nuclear medium and not outside
of the nucleus.
This research program lies at the border of nuclear and particle physics.
Most of the predictions of QCI) are only valid at very high energies where perturbation theory can be applied. In order to understand how hadrons are built,
however, one is in the domain of confinement where the coupling is strong. Up
to now there are only crude theoretical models of hadronic structure inspired
by QCD. One hopes that in the next ten years major developments of nonperturbative theoretical methods such as lattice gauge theory will bring a wealth
of results on the transition from quark to hadron. It is fundamental to guide
theory by the accurate, quantitative and interprétable measurements obtained
by electron scattering experiments.
The research program of ELFE addresses the questions raised by the quark
structure of matter: the role of quark exchange, color transparency, flavor and
spin dependence of structure functions and differences between quark distributions in the nucléon and nuclei, odor neutralization in the hadronization
of a quark... All these questions are «nue of the many exciting facets of the
fundamental question:

"How do color forces build up hadrons from quarks and gluons? "

PUZZLING EFFECTS OBSERVED
IN HIGH ENERGY EXPERIMENTS
Deep inelastic scattering experiments on nuclei have revealed a significant
variation of structure functions with the density of the nucleus. This
effect was discovered by the EMC collaboration using a high energy muon
beam and subsequently investigated in detail by the NMC collaboration
also at CERN. Many different explanations have been proposed in terms
of shadowing, mesons in nuclei, effects of binding or modification of the
nucléon size in the nuclear medium.
Hadron production at high transverse momentum in hadron-nucleus collisions have revealed a puzzling A" dependence with Q varying up to 1.3.
Explanations of this effect involve the successive scattering of a naked
quark from quarks and gluons bound in nearby nucléons, before the formation of a hadron.
Suppression of charmonium production has been observed in high energy
heavy ion collisions. To isolate tlie possible signals from a quark gluon
plasma, it is necessary t<> understand the formation and propagation of a
Cf pair in a dense medium.
Proton-proton elastic scattering data at large angle measured at Brookhaven
seem to be compatible with an effect of color transparency. The interpretation of these data is still controversial.
Contrary to perturbativp QCD predictions, helicity non conservation has
been observed in several hard exclusive reactions.
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ELFE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The central idea of the ELFE project i> to use exclusive reactions and the nucleus as a microscopic detector to determine the time evolution of the elementary quark configurations in tli<> building up of hadrons. Two typical examples
of this research program are color transparency in quasi-elastic (e.e'p) reactions
and in charmonium production, and liadrouization in the nuclear medium. For
these processes, the nucleus is used as ;i medium of varying length.
The typical time scales to build up n liadron is ro ~ Ifm/c in its rest frame.
This is the time needed by a quark to travel through distances characteristics
of confined systems. Due to the Loreniz dilation factor 7 = E/M, the time
scale r. in the laboratory frame, is several fm/c's.
At this scale, the wily available detector is the nucleus.
ELFE will focus on the following n->earch topics:
• Exclusive processes. Exclusive plcctroproduction processes, including polarization experiments, are needed to study the spatial structure of hadrons.
Because they require cohérent scattering of the quarks, exclusive observab!es are sensitive to the «fiiark °ltit>u wave function of the hadrons. Typical examples are virtual ('oiiiptun scattering and form factors of mesons
or baryons.
• Nucleus as a detector. A central idea is to use the nucleus as a microscopic
detector to determine the time evolution of the elementary quark configurations in the building 11 p of hadrons. A typical example of this research
program is color transparency in quasi-elastic reactions and in channoniiim production. Another one is hadronization in the nuclear medium.
For these processes, the nucleus is used as a medium of varying length.
• Heavy Flavors. The study of 1 In» production and the propagation of
strangeness and charm provides us with an original way to understand
the structure of hadronic matter. The corresponding reactions do not involve the valence quarks of the t;nget and probe its sea quark (intrinsic
strange or charm content) and glinm distributions.
• Short Range Structure of .\'uclei. At short distances, nuclear structure
cannot be reduced to imdeotis <>r isobar configurations. To unravel such
exotic configurations dedicated experiments (large x structure functions
and 0 production) are proposed.
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ACCELERATOR AND DETECTOR
REQUIREMENTS

The choice of the energy range of 1.1 to :iO CJeV for the ELFE accelerator is
fixed by three constraints:
• Hard electron-quark scattering: one must have sufficiently high energy
and momentum transfer to describe the reaction in terms of electron-quark
scattering. The high energy corresponds to a very fast process where the
struck quark is quasi-free. High momentum transfers are necessary to
probe short distances.
• Nuclear sizes: The energy of the incident electron beam is determined to
match the characteristic interaction time r to the diameter of the nucleus.
Starting from the rest frame time T0 ~ 1 fm/c and taking into account a
typical Lorentz dilation factor * = E/AI this means a time r of several
fin/c's in the laboratory. If the energy transfer is too large, the buildingup of hadrons occurs outside the nucleus which can then no longer be
used as a microscopic detector.
• Charm production require* a minimum electron beam energy of 15 GeV
to have reasonable counting rate».
Exclusive and semi-inclusive experiments are at the heart of the ELFE
project. To avoid a prohibitively large number of accidental coincident events a
high duty cycle is imperative. The ELFE experimental program also requires a
high luminosity because of the relatively low probability of exclusive processes.
Finally a good energy resolution is nere.ssary to identify specific reaction channels. A typical experiment at Io CJeV (quasielastic scattering for instance)
needs a beam energy resolution of about •"> MeV. At 30 CJeV the proposed experiments require only to separate pion emission. These characteristics of the
ELFE accelerator are summarized in table ??.

Beam Energy
Energy Resolution FWIIM
Duty Factor
Beam Current
Polarized Beams

15 -r 30GeK
3 x 10" 1 a 15 GeV
10"3 § 30 GeV
~ 100 %
10 -r ÔOjtA

P > 80 %

Table 1: ELFE An dnator Parameters
Due to the very low duty cycle available at SLAC and HERA (HERMES
program) one can only perform with these accelerators inclusive experiments
and a limited set of exclusive experiments.

ELFE will be the first Im/li i m njy electron beam beyond 10 GeV
with both kir/lt mh i/.>ili/ ami high duty factor.

The various components >>l ihe LLLFE experimental physics program put
different requirements on the deiectiun systems that can be satisfied only by
a set of complementary expérimental equipment. The most relevant detector
features are the acceptable luiniuo.sitv, the particle multiplicity, the angular
acceptance and the momentum resolution. High momentum resolution (5 X
10~4) and high luminosity (10'" tiurle<>iis/cin-/s) can be achieved by magnetic
focusing spectrometers. For .semi-exduMVP or exclusive experiments with more
than two particles in the final .stale, tlie largest possible angular acceptance
(~ 4TT) is highly desirable. The quality and reliability of large acceptance
detectors have improved substantially in the last two decades. The design of
the ELFE large acceptance detectors USPS state of the art developments to
achieve good resolution and the highest possible luminosity.
ELFE belongs to a coherent long term strategy
Complementary experiment;, to study the quark structure of matter have
been proposed with ultra high energy heavy ions. Thus, the experimental
strategy follows two distinct paths.
• Study of the evolution from qua.si free quarks or correlated quark systems
to massive particles (liadruu») where they are confined. We propose in
this report to build a lô-:tl) (IeV continuous beam electron accelerator to
study specific reaction channels to well identified final states. ELFE: an
Electron Laboratory For liiimpe. dedicated to the study of the quark and
gluon structure of matter.
• Study of quark deconfineinent in heavy ion collisions at ultra high energies
to discover the quark »limn plasma. The United States are now building
the relativistic heavy k>u rullider (UlIlC) at Brookhaven. In Europe,
an exploratory program lia.i started at CERN. An ambitious program
proposes to use the future lar^e h.ulron collider (LHC) at CERN.
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COLOR TRANSPARENCY:
A TYPICAL EXAiMPLE

Color transparency has been exten.Mvely di.M-ussed at this workshop. This phenomenon illustrates the power nf exclusive inactions to isolate simple elementary quark configurations. The experimental technique to probe these configurations is the following:
• For a hard exclusive reaction. >ay electron scattering from a proton, the
scattering amplitude at large momentum transfer Qi is suppressed by
powers of Q2 if the proton contain* more than the minimal number of
constituents. This is derived from tin* QCD based quark counting rules,
which result from the factorization of wave-function-like distribution amplitudes. Thus protons containing only valence quarks participate in the
scattering. Moreover. each qn:irk. connected to another one by a hard
gluon exchange carrying momentum of order Q, should be found within a
distance of order l/Q. Thus . .it large Q1 one selects a very special quark
configuration: all connected <|iiaik.s are close together, forming a small size
color neutral configuration sometimes referred to as a mini hadron. This
mini hadron is not a stationary «tatp and evolves to build up a normal
hadron.
• Such a color singlet system cannot emit or absorb soft gluons which carry
energy or momentum smaller ihau {}. This is because gluon radiation
— like photon radiation in ( J t I ) — is a coherent process and there is
thus destructive interference between «juon emission amplitudes by quarks
with "opposite" color. Even without knowing exactly how exchanges of
soft gluons and other r<io>titit<'tits croate strong interactions, we know
that these interactions must l>e iururd off for small color singlet objects.
An exclusive hard reaction will thus probe the structure of a mini hadron,
i.e. the short distance part of .1 1ni11in1.il Rick state component in the hadron
wave function. This is of primordial interest for the understanding of the difficult physics of confinement. First, select in» tlte simplest Fock state amounts to
the study of the confining forces in a «nloi le>s object in the "quenched approximation" where quark-antiquark p;iir < rent ion from the vacuum is forbidden.
Secondly, letting the mini-state evolve ilnrins; its travel through different nuclei
of various sizes allows an indirect but nni(|iie way to test how the squeezed ministate goes back to its full size and complexity, i.e. how quarks inside the proton
rearrange themselves spatially to "ren>n>inict" a normal size hadron. In this
respect the observation of baryonic resonance production as well as detailed
spin studies are mandatory.
To the extent that the electromagnetic form factors are understood as a
function of Qz, e.4 — e'(A - I )/> ex|ieiiuieut.-, will measure the color screening
properties of QCD. TIIP (|iiaiitity to lie measured is the transparency ratio Tr
which is defined as:

At asymptotically larw? values of J-'. diniPiisional estimates suggest that TT
scales as a function of Aï JQ1. Tin* .i|>|>n>,ich to the scaling behavior as well
as the value of TT as a function of tli M-aling variable determine the evolution
from the pointlike configuration to th lomplpte hadron. This highly interesting
effect can be measured in an *.«'/> rra i-iion that provides the best chance for a
quantitative interpretation.
The interplay between tin- |>prtn il>;itive and non-perturbative aspects of
QCD cannot be easily explored by p .siinj» liigh energy machines. The SLAC
electron machine is of a suitable pner y. lmf its 10~4 duty factor is too low for
high statistics coincidence inpainrpni irs. ( EBAF is capable of delivering the
required beam characteristics, but it.-, in'i^v is too low to observe a significant
effect in transparency experiments.
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CONCLUSIONS

T h e E L F E research p r o g r a m li'-> ;it iin- I
l<jr of nuclear and p a r t i c l e physics.
1
Most of t h e p r e d i c t i o n s n( Q ( I ) aii- on Iv valid a t very high energies w h e r e
p e r t u r b a t i o n t h e o r y can Ix1 ;ipplied. Iu i.nliT to u n d e r s t a n d how h a d r o n s a r e
b u i l t , h o w e v e r , o n e is in flu» donuiin <>l i • mlincuietit where t h e c o u p l i n g is s t r o n g .
It is f u n d a m e n t a l to g u i d e r h w u v by th<' ;u i n i a t e , q u a n t i t a t i v e a n d i n t e r p r é t a b l e
m e a s u r e m e n t s o b t a i n e d Uy f i d trou x . i i i ' T i u g e x p e r i m e n t s , in p a r t i c u l a r in
exclusive r e a c t i o n s .

This research domain /- < •-•.>< ntinlh/ n rnyin territory. There is only a Ihnited
amount of experimental ilnta iriih \umr .-.Uiiistics. It is not possible to make
significant progress iti the umh i -Iniulimi nf ilir evolution from quarks to hadrons
with the available information.
T h i s lack of d a t a explains in a l.n-»<' <'\-tent the slow pace of theoretical
progress. T h e situation will loiiMilcr.ilik improve due to technical breakt h r o u g h s in electron accploratinu, technique-.. E L F E will be the first high energy
m a c h i n e offering t h e high luminosity .mil In^n duty cycle d e m a n d e d by the exclusive reaction p r o g r a m .
A few topics of t h e ex|HMiiin'iitnl pm»r;im proposed at E L F E can b e covered
by existing or planned finilitiiw ;it tin1 p i i c 1 <»f considerable efforts. This is t h e
case of t h e p r o t o n electric form liictor.it S I.AC. Also t h e proton transverse spin
s t r u c t u r e function can In- Miidird ;ii UIIIC through dilepton pair production
in polarized p r o t o n - p r o t o n colli>iou*. Tli«"><' topics are b u t a small part of t h e
extensive E L F E research pro«r;nn. Tl
xploratory program on color t r a n s parency a t Brookhaven wii Ii proton* .m.i ;ii SLAC with electrons did s t r e n g t h e n
t h e need for dedicated pxpi-rimi'iits wiili 11i"A11 energy resolution and high d u t y
cycle electron b e a m . Tlif 11 FJi M ES pioni.un at H E R A proposes a first detailed
s t u d y of semi-inclusive rr>;irtion.v ELl Ii cxpi-riments will increase the statistics
by o r d e r s of m a g n i t u d e finis .u'lowiuu, ,1 much more detailed u n d e r s t a n d i n g of
color n e u t r a l i z a t i o n .

T h e goal of t h e ELFK n>sp;u'-h pnmr.1111. s t a r t i n g from the Q C D framework,
is t o explore the coherenf ami i|ii;uk run lining Q C D mechanisms underlying
the s t r o n g force. It is noi to t• •-.r (JCI) in ils p e r t u r b a t i v e regime, but r a t h e r
t o use the existing knowli'd»p of |>f>iinil>.iiivp Q C D to determine the reaction
mechanism and access tin' IMIIIOM ^
IH-,

ELFE will use the timU llml luivi Un u j'mycd by twenty years of research in
QCD, to elucidate the cm/ml timhli m «f mlor interaction: color confinement
and the quark and ghtoti -tnuiurc uj umlli r.
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